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FOREWORD

This project evolved from fire manager concerns that fire behavior 
during the previous three decades has started to exceed historical 
parameters and is becoming more extreme. This final report details 

the results from the first part of the project aimed at understanding 
wildland firefighter’s perceptions of extreme fire behavior and identify-
ing if these perceptions have changed through time. Between July 
2014 and June 2015, we collected 227 narratives from firefighters 
in the United States about their experiences with what they felt was 
“unexpected, challenging, or unusual” fire behavior. These stories were 
collected primarily from students attending fire behavior courses (such 
as S490), but also at fire camps and individual units, such as district 
offices and field crews. While this is not a statistically significant sam-
ple size, the stories cover a broad cross section of experience levels 
in wildland firefighters. This report is intended to capture firefighter’s 
experiences with what they perceived as unexpected, challenging, or 
unusual fire behavior. The findings and observations in this report are 
not definitive answers, but are meant to be discussed with the inten-
tion of supporting the fire management community in understanding 
how unusual, challenging, and unexpected fire behavior impacts wild-
land firefighters. Guiding questions for this project were: 

1. What types of fire behavior do wildland firefighters think of as 
unusual, challenging, or unexpected? 

2. Are firefighters being surprised by this fire behavior? 

3. What are the common patterns/themes in these stories? 

In the following report, there is an executive summary of key findings 
and observations. This is followed by a brief overview of the study 
design, how data was collected, and then analyzed for this project. The 
next section focuses on presenting an overview of the data followed by 
a more detailed presentation of observed patterns in the data. The final 
section concludes the report and offers a brief set of recommendations 
for further inquiry based on observations and interpretations from the 
dataset.



Executive Summary
The results of this research provide insight into our guiding research questions.
First, what types of fire behavior do wildland firefighters think of as unusual, challenging, 
or unexpected? Unsurprisingly, the fire behavior most often found unexpected, unusual, or 
challenging was most often driven by weather conditions (wind, temperature, RH), with wind 
being the most common factor. Second, are firefighters being surprised by this fire behavior? 
In the stories that most closely aligned with being described as “erratic” or “inexplicable” (as 
a proxy for surprise) were reviewed by fire behavior experts, most found that the fire behavior 
could be explained by factors mentioned in the story, or, if they were personally familiar with 
the fire event, by factors that were common knowledge, most often related to weather, fuel, or 
terrain. This suggests that a lack of knowledge may be a factor in why the fire fighter telling the 
story found the fire behavior to be erratic or inexplicable. Additional training and education that 
emphasizes awareness of weather conditions and potential impacts on fire behavior may be 
of value in improving situational awareness regarding weather conditions. Third, what are the 
common patterns/themes in these stories? Several key patterns emerged:

• STORIES WITH NEGATIVE OUTCOMES. While the percentage of these stories was very small, there are 
patterns relating to stories driven by protecting human life, erratic fire behavior, and following orders (rather 
than experience or strategy/tactics). A suggestion for additional research would be to look at existing 
databases of near-misses or negative-outcome events and further assess how these three elements may 
have manifested in other events. Looking at a larger sample size may provide additional insights into how to 
prevent these types of events. 

• GENDER. While the number of female study participants was small, there are indications that female 
firefighters more often perceived the outcomes of their stories as negative. Further scanning this population 
on their perceptions of fire danger and fire behavior may provide additional insight into how risk and negative 
outcomes are perceived by firefighters; particularly how risk and outcome are perceived as negative or 
positive in similar situations, and how this frames and may influence firefighters’ behavior in future events.

• TRAINING. While firefighters clearly valued their training, there are indications that when fire behavior 
becomes more unpredictable, training is utilized less than experience. This suggests that additional 
opportunities for immersive or on-the-ground training opportunities maybe of value, as it may encourage 
experiential learning opportunities that more readily simulate real-life experiences. This may allow managers 
to encourage desired behavior and responses to extreme fire behavior and other emergent events. 

• EXPERIENCE. If fire behavior was becoming more extreme, we would expect to see a lean in stories towards 
recent years from firefighters, regardless of their experience level. However, statistically firefighters with 
more years of experience in the sample related stories from across the spectrum of their years of experience. 
However, it may also be that stories from early in a fire fighter’s career have particular salience as defining 
event in their experience. A larger sample likely would help determine directionality or the strength of this 
pattern. 

• PRIVATE PROPERTY AS A DRIVER IN THESE STORIES—NOT AS MUCH AS WE MIGHT EXPECT. While there 
are often concerns about increased risk to firefighters while protecting private property, results from this 
study do not find that stories with negative or positive outcomes were more likely to occur while protecting 
private property. 

• TAKING ON RISK. More experienced firefighters were inclined to say that in their story, a problem was with 
people taking on too much risk. Less experienced firefighters were less inclined to this viewpoint. This finding 
likely supports the perspective that there is no substitute for both age and experience as a mitigation of risk-
prone behavior.  

• LACK OF RESOURCES. More experienced firefighters were also inclined to say that a lack of resources was 
an issue in the story they related.



Study Design
METHODOLOGY

In trying to understand how wildland firefighters perceive extreme fire behavior, we needed to understand the 
story or context around the event they were describing, but also be able to analyze the data more quantitatively, to 
identify statistically significant patterns across the dataset. To achieve both of these needs, this project used a type 
of narrative research method1. This methodology relies on collecting short stories, or “micro-narratives” from an 
individual in response to one of three story prompts and then asking participants to answer a series of questions 
to help us understand the context of those stories. The answers to these questions can then be aggregated and 
analyzed to identify patterns in the dataset. In this dataset, questions were either triads, dyads, or basic information 
questions. Figure 1 is an example of a triad question and Figure 2 is an example of a dyad question from the 
project questions that each firefighter answered from the perspective of the individual story they shared.  

The story prompts and questions were developed iteratively in consultation with firefighters. A key set of issues/
concerns/questions were identified and several preliminary story prompts and a combination of triads and dyads 
were developed to address each concern. The initial framework was tested as a pilot locally with 5 firefighters from 
Reno, NV and a revised framework was then tested with a hotshot crew. The final framework was implemented in 
July 2014. 
 
In this project, respondents were provided three story prompts and asked to recount a brief story (narrative) that 
came to mind from one of the prompts, and write it down (or type it into a collector app or URL using a tablet, 
smart phone, or desktop computer). The story prompts for the project were designed to elicit positive, negative, and 
neutral narratives. Following writing down or typing the narrative, each respondent was asked to answer a series of 
questions based on demographic data (for example, when the events in the story happened). 

1 These methods were developed by Cognitive Edge and used the SenseMaker® data collections system to collect data. For more information see 
http://cognitive-edge.com.



TRIAD AND DYAD EXAMPLES

FIGURE 1

Triads are triangles, with a descriptor element at each corner. When answering the question for each triad, 
the respondent placed a dot closest to the corner(s) that described their story best. If all corners were equally 
applicable, the dot was centered. If a triad or dyad were not applicable, an n/a option was available. When viewing 
the resultant graphs, the aggregate responses can be seen as patterns of dots, where the greater the concentration, 
the more people signified that point as being the correct mix of elements in their story. In this way, issues that are 
commonly experienced by a majority of people can be quickly identified. Additionally, scanning stories that are less 
common, but have either desirable or undesirable elements can identify key patterns or behaviors to support or 
discourage in future training or situations.

FIGURE 2

 Dyads have two points with a descriptor element at each end. When answering the question, the participant had 
to decide which of the elements best described their experience in the story they shared and to what extent. The 
results are interpreted similar to bar graphs. We expect to see a standard bell-shaped curve in dyads; when that 
curve is skewed, it indicates a trend that also can be confirmed as statistically significant using nonparametric 
statistical analysis. 



OUTREACH & STUDY PARTICIPANTS 

A widespread email campaign using PDF postcards and flyers was used to disseminate knowledge of the project. 
Narratives were captured via on-line collections systems through iPads, smartphones, and desktop computers, 
as well as through story circles, primarily at fire behavior courses such as S490. In a story circle, 5–8 firefighters 
considered the three prompts, and selecting one, share a story as a group, moving around the circle, with each 
individual then writing their story down and answering the question framework (these were then entered into the 
on-line collector system). Most stories came from firefighters working in the western United States.

ANALYSIS 

Both qualitative and quantitative techniques were used to analyze the data. Visual and some statistical analysis 
was done using Tableau software. Ethnographic content analysis (Altheide 1987) was used in a limited approach 
to identify the role of weather in the narrative stories using Dedoose, a qualitative coding software package. 
Quantitative nonparametric statistical methods were used to analyze the data to identify statistically significant 
trends in SPSS (a statistical program). Additionally, statistical methods in R (a statistical programing language) were 
used to compare data across triads.  

WORKSHOP

A workshop was held in February 2015 with 10 fire behavior experts in Boise, ID, who reviewed data and provided 
their interpretation of the observations and patterns in the data. These interpretations were used to identify themes 
and patterns in the data for additional analysis and in addition, a decision was made to push for a last round of data 
collection. Conclusions derived from the workshop discussions are included, as relevant, throughout this report.



OVERALL TRENDS & THEMES IN THE DATA
In the following section, we discuss the overall trends and themes in the data, starting with a section on the 
demographics of the study participants, including current years of experience when participating in the project 
and years of experience associated with the story shared for the data collection in this study. 

1. ROLE OF WEATHER. Where a specific driver of fire behavior was mentioned in the narratives, weather 
was mentioned in more than half (52%). Most of those narratives focused on wind (65% of weather-
related drivers).

2. STORIES WITH NEGATIVE OUTCOMES. While the percentage of these stories was very small, there 
are patterns relating to stories driven by protecting human life, erratic fire behavior, and following orders 
(rather than experience or strategy/tactics).

3. GENDER. While the number of female study participants was small, there are indications that female 
firefighters more often perceived the outcomes of their stories as negative.

4. TRAINING. While firefighters clearly valued their training, there are indications that when fire behavior 
becomes more unpredictable, training is utilized less than experience.

5. EXPERIENCE. If fire behavior was becoming more extreme, we would expect to see a lean in stories 
towards recent years from firefighters, regardless of their experience level. However, statistically 
firefighters with more years of experience in the sample related stories from across the spectrum of their 
years of experience. 

6. PRIVATE PROPERTY AS A DRIVER IN THESE STORIES—NOT AS MUCH AS WE MIGHT EXPECT. 
While there are often concerns about increased risk to firefighters while protecting private property, 
results from this study do not find that stories with negative or positive outcomes were more likely to 
occur while protecting private property.

7. TAKING ON RISK. More experienced firefighters were inclined to say that in their story, a problem was 
with people taking on too much risk. Less experienced firefighters were less inclined to this viewpoint.

8. LACK OF RESOURCES. More experienced firefighters were also inclined to say that a lack of resources 
was an issue in the story they related.



DEMOGRAPHICS
Given that many of the stories were gathered at S490 courses, it is not surprising that there are a high number 
of stories from firefighters with 6–8 years of experience. There is, however, a balancing of these stories with 
more experienced cohorts with 10+ years of experience (Figure 3). Generally, comparing these two figures also 
suggests that the stories firefighters recollected were often from earlier in their careers, given the skew towards 
less experienced cohorts in Figure 4. Female firefighters, while proportionally a small percentage of the study 
population, are represented across the age cohorts, and overall, this percentage is not out of alignment with the 
overall demographics of wildland firefighters.





TREND 1  ROLE OF WEATHER 
The role of weather—and most often wind—is important in more than half of the narratives. The narratives 
were analyzed for specific references to changes in fire behavior through time, general extreme fire behavior 
statements, unknown causes, weather-related drivers, drought, beetle kill, and topography. Where a specific driver 
of fire behavior was mentioned in the narratives, weather was mentioned in more than half (52%). Most of those 
narratives focused on wind (65% of weather-related drivers). 

DISCUSSION: There were many instances were weather was mentioned in a story, but unless it was specifically 
referenced as a driver of the fire behavior, the narrative was not included in the weather code and instead was 
coded as “not known.” The actual occurrence of weather as a driver in extreme fire behavior narratives may be 
much higher than 52% given this conservative approach to coding the data. This suggests that opportunities 
to improve dissemination of accurate and real-time weather information to firefighters may be an effective tool 
in mitigating risk to firefighters from extreme fire behavior. Would more frequently updated weather information 
encourage firefighters to reassess a situation and improve situational awareness? Findings from the workshop of fire 
behavior experts (see page 18) suggest that even when fire behavior was characterized as erratic or inexplicable 
(Figure 5), the experts at this workshop could derive from the story that a weather event was largely driving fire 
behavior. This suggests additional training in how weather conditions can influence fire behavior may be beneficial 
for improving firefighters’ awareness of these impacts. 



FIGURE 5

 Approximately 37% of the stories in this dataset were viewed as having fire behavior that was extremely erratic. A 
much smaller number were viewed as extremely inexplicable (less than 1%). However, just over 80% of the stories 
had fire behavior that was perceived as somewhat to very erratic or inexplicable.

Stories from
the Field*

FIRST FIRE
Back in 2008 Northern California my crew was digging fire line. Up the mountain couldn’t see the fire 
then you could see the trees start to move we were advised to evacuate off the mountain. By that time 
the fire activity had pick up and over ran two individuals. My crew barely arrived to our safety zone.

MIL FLAT
A fire that was burning in the top of the mountain was about 40 acres and had been slowly growing for several weeks. The fire came out of the 
hills and into a small town with in just a few hours due to fuel changes in the mahogany. The mahogany had leafed out along with an alignment 
of wind and a drainage the fire came downslope just as fast as I have ever seen one go up slope. I have 15 years of fighting fire throughout the 
country.

IDAHO AUGUST FIR
During the 2013 fire season a small thunder cell came on to the District late in the evening in early august. The cell set up at the bare of the 
foothills and preceded to drop lighting and start about nine fires. Over the course of the next 8 hours the fire grew to about 30000 acres. During 
the morning hours the fire calmed down during the cool morning but as the day passed the weather became hotter about 101 degrees and a 
Haines of 6. About 1600 the fire began to roll on itself and picking up intensity. We began pulling residents out of homes and moving loggers 
out of the path of the fire. As the fire crested the mountain it began burning downhill faster than most fires I’ve seen move uphill. The fire 
was spotting 1/2 to 3/4 of a mile ahead of itself. The fire came into the fall cheek drainage and blew up consuming a number of houses and 
destroying most everything in the drainage. Over the course of that one day 70000 acres and dozens of homes were lost. As the fire past it only 
took a day or two to go out as the consumption of the fuels was almost 100% which is extremely odd in timber fires. All told the fire only burned 
two weeks due to the intensity and leaving absolutely nothing left in its wake.

* While minor corrections to the stories have been made when necessary to improve readability, to the extent possible, all stories are quoted verbatim as 
recounted by the firefighters participating in the project. 



TREND 2  STORIES WITH NEGATIVE OUTCOMES
 
Negative outcomes—small in number, but with patterns across the dataset. One question asked of each study 
participant was how they perceived the overall impact of their story (Figure 6). Overall, there were an astonishingly 
small (less than 1%) number of stories with impacts that were perceived as negative. Across the dataset, there 
was not a lot of consistent clustering of stories. For example, stories with positive outcomes were distributed across 
the dataset with no clustering based on age, years of experience or any other factor. The only consistent clustering 
found was for the stories with negative impact. 

DISCUSSION: Digging deeper into the data, there are several trends within these stories that highlight possible 
patterns of interest. First, as Figure 6 suggests, the number of stories perceived by female firefighters as having 
negative impacts is proportionally much higher than their male counterparts. Additionally, female firefighters are 
more likely to have a distinct opinion about the impact as either positive or negative (i.e., they were less likely to 
say they did not know the impact) Second, in comparing all of the triads, the negative stories stand out as often 
clustering towards one factor in each triad. While the clustering is not tight, there is a trend in the stories with 
negative impacts to be oriented towards 1) following directions and orders (Figure 7), 2) protecting human life 
(Figure 8), 3) a general centering towards no specific driver of events (Figure 9), and 4) erratic fire behavior (Figure 
10). In Figure 11 (a dyad), looking at the element of risk, the stories with negative impacts are clustered towards 
taking on too much risk. This suggests that while a small component of the overall dataset, these stories exhibit 
similar patterns. This is a small part of the dataset and as such, limited conclusions can be drawn. However, 
the common aggregate theme appears to be situations characterized by extreme fire behavior, where somewhat 
greater than normal risks were taken and lives may have been at risk. The stories also suggest that the chain of 
command—not experience or training—was seen as a driver of behavior in these events.

Stories from
the Field*

Stories with negative impacts

READING FIRE
On the Reading Fire Lassen Volcanic National Park we were slated to burn out a 500-1000 acre area 
paralleling ICP about a mile from camp. I was asked to sling weather every half hour on the hour 

to get accurate PIG’s and RH’s to see if we could actually burn between 2000 and 2200. RH’s were high and PIG was very low so I told my 
superintendent we could burn but it would be spotty and probably ineffective. The order was given and cleared through the IC to start burning 
with the burners being told to lay down heavy stripes of fire due to the high RH’s and low PIG. We were in heavy timber about 200-250 ft tall 
Jeffery pine and mixed conifer. As the burning got about midway through the night approximately 2100 crew members noticed that the fire was 
acting as if it were extremely hot with low RH’s and extremely high PIG. The fire ended up getting into the crowns and NUKEING the whole area 
as it turned very quickly into a crown fire running upslope away from ICP.

MONUMENT FIRE
Monument Fire near AZ/Mexico Border. Temps around 100 low RH wind 45-50mph sustained winds. Fire made multiple downhill runs on east-
side of mountain range into flat lands through brush/scrub tree fuels into grassy flats. Fire had made significant downhill runs twice previously. 
The third time a rapid response task-force was created. A plan was in place to burnout off roads. Adequate prep was done. Many resources were 
expecting this to happen and allotted to the task. Locals had done bulldozer prep at night around subdivision. Division/group supervisors ignored 
this did not even look at what was done. Division/group supervisors/TF had multiple opportunities to do fire ops and waited to long hesitating 
and not implementing plans made days in advance. As a result all resources retreated while fire moved through…Even though lots of resources 
were committed to prep a complete lack of decisive action on the part of over head waiting for orders led to huge fire gains. For God Sake you 
are a Division Sup DO SOMETHING!!!











TREND 3  GENDER 
Female firefighters were more likely to perceive the outcomes of the stories they shared as negative. 
Female firefighters perceived the overall impact of the stories they shared more often as negative than their male 
counterparts (see Figure 6 on page 14). As there were only 25 stories in the sample from female firefighters and 
the sample was overall from a more experienced cohort, this extremely small sample should not be extrapolated to 
a larger population. 

DISCUSSION: However, even with a small and somewhat skewed sample size, scanning this population further, 
to better understand how female firefighters observe risk factors and judge outcomes may provide awareness into 
factors that influence these patterns surrounding risk and safety. The differences between how male and female 
firefighters perceive and respond to these types of emergent or challenging fire events may provide additional 
insight into methods to respond to increases in fire behavior and intensity.

POTHOLE LAKE DAY2 LESSONS NOT LEARNED 
day 2 Pothole Lake-Dorshin Baymidnight Suns-moved to new area of fire by heli. Raining ash winds 
scream in’ and RH in low teens to single digits and temps in 40s cold and dry- glacier winds. A few 
T2 crews with us. Our Supt was off as DIVS and our Assist was out scouting. I was taking spot wx low 
RH wind and hard to see. OUR person in charge led us to drainage and said we were going to cut line 

up drainage. Any questions? I asked where we’re escape routes and safety zones? He said he didn’t know.  Start cutting. A lot of us nervous. 
Next thing our Supt who was up high as DIVS said to move out. Our assist came back and we started hiking to lake and then we’re told to start 
cutting- a deployment zone (black spruce and thick moss mat) Next our Supt on radio said move to the gravel bar/lake-you can make it and we 
did!  This was particularly nerve wracking after the previous day’ RTO!

Stories from
the Field*

PLUMES AND FUMES
After hearing about the shelter deployments on the King Fire September 15 2014 I was a little nervous about heading on that assignment with 
my engine. We were about 15 miles away and I saw the plume building something I have never seen before and I thought Oh shit this fire isn’t f* 
around but when we got there ops was a revolving door of changes we were placed on nightshift the fire activity had drastically changed and our 
assignment brought me a level of confidence that was very much needed. We cut; we swamped and hiked all night on our division. We worked 
our asses off and left that piece looking like it should and our module leader had a major part in that. 

FOSTER GULCH 2006 FLAME LENGTHS 200FT+
From the time I started fire it was hammered into my training to expect extreme fire behavior in all fuel types. However there was I time when 
my jaw literally dropped at the sight of this fire behavior and I saw it from a very long and safe distance away.A specific time I can remember 
this happening was my rookie year in fire 2006 on the Foster Gulch complex on the Wallowa-Whitman NF. My crew initial attacked the fire and 
worked a 36 hour shift. The fires I had previously fought in the months prior where all timber category. This was a very large wind and terrain 
driven grass fire. After about a week after its start the fire progressed into the major drainages of the snake river and hells canyon. Being where 
I grew up I knew the area well and I remember so strongly this memory of being miles and miles away from Sheep mountain (where the fire 
was making an afternoon run) on a dozer line watching flame lengths of 200ft+ crest over the mountain. It being my first year in fire with very 
limited fire behavior knowledge it was definitely a very impactful moment in my career of just how powerful and unforgiving an established fire 
could be.
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TREND 4  WILDFIRE UNPREDICTABILITY 
The more fire is unpredictable, the more firefighters relied on experience, rather than training or orders/
directions. In the question framework, we asked about what the people in the story acted on—training, 
experience, or following direction and orders (see Figure 7). There were few stories that strongly oriented toward 
training. However, when analyzed against another question, which asked about the fire behavior, the more fire 
behavior was unpredictable (Figure 10), the more experience was followed, and the less likely orders/directions and 
training was relied on (Figures 12, 13, and 14). The one exception was those with fewer years of experience at the 
time of the story did lean towards following orders/directions in the figures below.

The stories that were most strongly oriented towards fire behavior that was expected/predictable (the top of Figure 
10 (Fire in this story was as expected, predictable/erratic/inexplicable)) are at the bottom of the y-axis (most predict-
able), with the stories most oriented towards inexplicable or erratic (the bottom corners of Figure 11) are at the top 
of the y-axis (most unpredictable). The x-axis is determined by comparing each corner of Figure 7 (People in the 
story acted based upon experience/training/following directions or orders), to assess the drivers of behavior in the 
story compared to the level of perceived fire behavior predictability in the stories. The more a story oriented towards 
the comparison corner, the closer it is to the near end of the x-axis (most likely to…). The farther away a story was 
from the comparison corner, the closer it is to the far end along the x-axis (least likely to…). Figure 12 compares 
following directions/orders, Figure 13 compares training, and Figure 14 compares experience.





DISCUSSION: In Figure 12, the more a fire was predictable implied that people in these stories were likely to 
be following directions or orders, as demonstrated by the concentration of stories near the most predictable/most 
likely bottom, far left corner of the figure. There is also a slight concentration of stories that had a mid-level of 
unpredictability. Figure 13 suggests a greater role for training that Figure 7 (People in the story acted based upon 
experience/training/following directions or orders) would have suggested—but still one that orients more towards 
more predictable fire behavior, although similar to Figure 12, there is a slight concentration of stories with a mid-
level of unpredictability, but these are also mid-way along the x-axis (following orders), suggestion that a factor 
other than training was a driver. The last figure in this set (Figure 14), demonstrates the most dramatic difference 
between the three figures—experience is widely dispersed across all levels of predictability/unpredictability, with 
a slight concentration mid-way along the x-axis (following orders). This likely reflects the similar concentration in 
Figure 13, and suggests that both training/experience are important drivers of actions across a range of experiences 
with fire behavior. Given the importance and value placed on experience in the wildfire management community, 
it is somewhat surprising that there is not a concentration of stories near the top left of Figure 14. However, as we 
noted earlier, firefighters related stories from across their years of experience, and it is plausible that many of these 
stories, from early in their careers, could have been driven by the other factors. 

Collectively, these figures offer intriguing insights into the relationship between factors that drive actions in these 
stories (training, experience, and directions/orders) and the predictability/unpredictability of fire behavior. Overall, 
the data suggest that the more unpredictable fire behavior is, the less firefighters rely on following directions or 
orders and to some extent, training, to determine how to respond. Experience as a driver of behavior does not 
show a specific pattern, but appears to be broadly used by firefighters to determine actions across a wide array 
of situations. In looking how these results might be interpreted, one factor to consider maybe overall knowledge 
of fire behavior in the wildland firefighting community. For example, when the stories characterized by firefighters 
as having the most erratic and unexpected fire behavior were reviewed by fire behavior experts at a workshop in 
Boise, ID, most found that while fire behavior in the narratives may have been “extreme” they did not consider it 
either erratic or unexpected. This suggests that there may be a lack in firefighters’ knowledge and awareness of fire 
behavior and its potential impacts. It may also be helpful to do additional research specifically on decision making 
and drivers of action during wildfire or prescribed fire, to better understand the relationship between predictable/
unpredictable/extreme fire behavior and firefighters’ responses.



MILL FIRE 2012 
I believe it was early July... We were dispatched to the Mill fire on the Mendocino National Forest just 
to the west of the town of Stonyford CA.  Crews had IA the fire the night before but failed to completely 
contain the fire.  The fire was started by some young kids camping in a nearby campground.  We arrived 
on scene of the fire and were briefed that the fire was about a hundred or so acres and really died down 

wasn’t doing anything.  So for a typical IHC assignment we were to construct handline and secure the edge and once completed begin mop up 
operations.  About mid-day and several hours of line construction we had tied into several midslope roads and pieced the containment line 
together. Around this time shortly after around 1400 spots were reported below the bottom of the fire and that some interior fire activity had 
picked up.  We began catching spots below the fire probably picked up about four descent actively burning 10 by 20 spots when suddenly over 
the radio air to ground frequencies we heard a heavy helicopter skycrane come across saying “Not sure what crew is down there working on 
the spots below the fire but they are in a bad spot and there are a half dozen spots well established down below them they need to move out.”  
Didn’t take long that I noticed it was us that he was talking about as he crested the ridge making eye contact with me staring up at him... We 
moved out in a hurry as fire blew across the midslope road in front and behind us.  Once we all arrived back at our vehicles they moved every 
one out of the area to begin some structure protection that we could with the given time...  Then we all noticed and watched in amazement how 
the fire turned direction from running up hill to down hill as evening came and ran for several thousand acres downhill into the town of Stonyford 
in a chamise brush component.

Stories from
the Field*

2004 ALASKA FIRE BEHAVIOR EXPERIENCE
In 2004 I was working for the Alaska Fire Service.  2004 was a historic fire season in Alaska.  The temperatures in Alaska were consistently 
in the 80’s by late May; there was a 3 week stretch of 100+ degree weather.  Historic type of conditions.  Personally, I saw 37 fires and was 
on a Type 4 incident near the Article Circle all the way up to mid-October.  In early August I was assigned as a heli-spot manager / spike camp 
manager for a remote part of the Solstice Complex.  Our chosen camping area was a large meadow that was about 3 football fields large.  It also 
was still green and you could tell it usually held water 12 months out of the year. Based on this we (the Div Sup two hot shot crews two t2 crew 
bosses & 5 jumpers) all felt that it was also a great safety zone based on the current fire behavior that was 12+ miles away.  However, as I 
stated above this was not a normal year. So on day 4 of fire line operations the fire activity increased significantly and the fire front increased in 
size.  At the same time a huge dry front moved 100 miles further south than forecasted.  This weather combined with the fire’s current position 
lead to a significant event. The short version is that the fire started running towards our camp / safety zone at about 50 chains per hour.  At one 
point air attack reported a horizontal vortex rolling towards us.  As soon as the fire front- which at this point was about a mile away- started 
spotting into our safety zone we knew we were not in a great place.  The spot fires started growing in size.  About a quarter of our meadow was 
on fire.  I had already called the Fort Yukon Helibase on they launched every helicopter they could to start picking people up.  Within 45 minutes 
we had everyone out of there except myself the Chena hotshots & a few jumpers. When the first front hit us there was a blast of heat and an 
ember shower.  We fired up two mark 3 pumps and began running around putting water on spot fires and moving from one side of our safety 
zone to the next.  It was about 1400 but anyone there would have thought it was night time.  I don’t think at any time any of us thought we were 
going to have to deploy shelters- even as a heat shield.  But at the same time I don’t think any of us had ever seen fire behavior like this or 
experienced sitting in a safety zone putting out spot fires.  Nobody was injured and everyone got out of their safely about 7 hours later.  I look 
back on this now 10 years later and I still have never been that close to extreme or significant ant fire behavior.  I think back to our situational 
awareness and still believe we all made the correct decision based on current and expected fire behavior.  We took into account the passing cold 
front also.  I think where we fell short was no one in our group had ever seen fire behavior like that in Alaska.  No one had those slides in their 
brain as they were trying to run through the risk management process.  Some might say we were lucky no one got injured or killed.  Others would 
have made the same decisions we did.  Either way this significant fire event provided 20+ wild land firefighters an experience that we could all 
draw from as we made future decisions.



TREND 5  EXPERIENCE 
Experienced firefighters provided narratives from across their years of experience—not just recent 
experiences. There was no statistical distinction between years of experience at the time of the narrative and 
current years of experience; that is, more experienced cohorts were as likely to recount events from the recent past 
as more distant past. We would expect that if fire behavior is becoming more extreme, the data would tilt toward 
more recent stories in the more experienced cohorts. It is also of interest that there was no tilt towards narratives 
from the early days of this cohort’s careers. 

DISCUSSION: Given the small sample size, however, caution should be used in extrapolating this lack of pattern 
to the larger population; this is an emerging pattern to be monitored, and tested further. It maybe reflective of a 
currently unidentified set of factors that influence what events are memorable in a firefighter’s career. While a larger 
sample likely would help determine directionality or the strength of this pattern, the stories collected from this 
cohort offer insight into the perceptions of firefighters for both large, well known wildfire events and much smaller, 
less widely known events. 

TREND 6  PRIVATE PROPERTY AS A DRIVER IN THESE STORIES—
   NOT AS MUCH AS WE MIGHT EXPECT 

Experienced firefighters were more likely to view taking on too much risk as an issue. In these stories, the 
story teller felt that firefighters in the story took on too much risk (Figure 12). This pattern occurred for both events 
occurring recently (1–5 years) and in the past (5 years or more). When the overall impact of the story shared was 
used as a filter to identify positive and negative impacts, this set of stories also contained most of the stories with 
negative impacts. In stories from experienced firefighters with a negative impact, issues of poor decision making 
and being surprised by fire behavior were mentioned. In these stories, the respondents were often not the decision 
makers and the story revolved around how another’s decision(s) resulted in negative outcomes. 

DISCUSSION: This question was driven by a need to understand the role of performance—balancing risk to get 
the job done. Less experienced cohorts were centered in the mid-range of the data, suggesting that, for these 
respondents, perceptions of risk were not the most salient driver of the story events. More experienced cohorts 
felt differently, in both recent and past events. What is of relevance here are the patterns of issues surrounding 
decision making and being surprised by fire behavior that emerged in these narratives when the impact was judged 
to be negative. It may be helpful to further scan these types of situations and specifically to delve into these types 
of stories to identify key issues and drivers, using SenseMaker® or other methodologies to better understand how 
decision making patterns are influencing these types of potentially high-stress and high-consequence events. 

SLEEPER DAY 3
Building line with tractor plow on extended attack fire. Fire behavior normal. Burning in marsh area 
with low flame lengths. Should have sensed something wrong in early afternoon when backing fire was 
torching out spruce. Was spread out along line with DIVS another tractor plow 2 atvs and a wetland 
engine. Commo was good but we all didn’t communicate what we were seeing. In the heat of afternoon 

wind picked up and numerous spot fires occurring in marsh grass. Tractor plows were tracking around like crazy trying to mash spot fires down 
with tracks. This is when I thought of watchout situation frequent spot fires across line. Thinking back I should have mentioned it and should 
have requested to get everyone off the line and in the black. Instead a few of us thought I could cut the fire off between pine islands. I dropped 
off one pine island and a few moments later the section of line blew up and everyone thought I was dead.  I had an environmental cab tractor 
plow and had thick smoke and flames hitting the tractor plow. All I told the DIVS is my line is screwed and I’m heading to the black. I couldn’t 
see the black but remembered the general direction. I made it but barely. I requested all resources to the black ASAP.  We were scattered all over 
and didn’t know if everyone made it to the black for a few moments. Marsh grass didn’t seem active early on and we thought we would have no 
problems throughout the day. Didn’t worry about escape route times

Stories from
the Field*



TREND 7  TAKING ON RISK 
Private property was not a driver of events in these stories. Although there are often concerns regarding risk 
to firefighters and private property, very few of the stories (13%) oriented towards protecting private property as 
a focus during these stories (Figure 10). This does not support a finding that there is not risk to firefighters while 
protecting private property; rather it suggests that in context of stories/events where extreme fire behavior is 
occurring, the focus of the firefighter’s efforts was more likely to be on protecting natural resources or human life. 

Stories from
the Field*

C TOWN
We had a Santa Anna wind event we were extended getting ready to eat dinner when we got a call for a 
structure fire possible into the veg when we arrived on scene 10 min later there were already 3 houses 
fully involved county and Cal fire units were already in attack mode; overall it was just a cluster. Ingress 
and egress was horrible with San Bernardino County Fire parking wherever they wanted communication 

was bad with recent conflicts between two agencies and there brass. Spotting occurred on a house within two blocks if it was not for us doing a 
perimeter check we would have never caught the wood shingle spot when we did. overall it was a successfully night with no injuries.

THE POWERHOUSE
In 2013 my engine was called on a strike team assignment to the Power House fire on the in Los Angeles.After the second or third day we were 
expecting some wind shifts around late afternoon. Pryor to that wind shift the fir was just backing down a ridge with not much activity. When 
the wind shifted we experienced very intense fire behavior resulting in two strike teams producing structure protection. Our engine had to burn 
off behind a house cause we had fire on both sides of the road coming towards us. This fire behavior lasted throughout the night burning at an 
extreme rate. At 3 in the morning the fire never let down burning up houses and spreading so fast we could not keep up even on flat ground with 
winds around 10 to 15 temps in the high 80s and RH around 5-8 %

TREND 8  LACK OF RESOURCES 
The most experienced firefighters were more likely to view lack of resources as a problem. In this question, 
resources were scaled along a continuum of either so abundant they got in the way or never available when they 
were needed (Figure 15). This is a “hidden” trend—it was not mentioned directly in the stories, but indirectly (“we 
did all with just a type 2 crew”) or not at all. Additionally, there is a weak trend in these narratives occurring more 
recently; just under half of the stories were within the last five years. This suggests that experienced firefighters 
view resources differently than less experienced cohorts; additionally, it may also support the perception that there 
have been increased demands on resources in recent years. 
 
DISCUSSION: Filtering by the negative/positive perceptions of outcome demonstrated no relevance for this 
pattern—the lack of resources did not lean towards more negative outcomes in the narratives. While a lack of 
resources was important in some narratives, the effect of this lack on impacts or outcomes is not clear. 

Stories from
the Field*

TORCHING IN THE GREEN
The eagle fire iron complex 2008. My mocc crew was burning out a line and had a tree on the green 
side torch due to a change in fuel model on the black side and a failure to change our lighting pattern. 
It caused multiple spots in the area and the smoke was thick to the point that chainsaws wouldn’t run 
because there wasn’t enough air. people were falling out and puking on the edge of the line. by the end 

of it though we got it line and all the spots put out with just a type two crew from Missouri.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, the results from this project suggest that firefight-

ers’ perceptions of extreme wildfire behavior and their respons-
es to these events are highly varied. Key themes from this 

research are discussed previously in the report, but we would 
like to emphasize that weather, and often wind, is certainly a 
primary driver in these stories. Additionally, how firefighters 
perceive and value training, particularly as wildfire behavior be-
comes more erratic, where experience is prioritized over training, 
is an area of concern. Given the trends of 1) increasing wildfire 
activity in areas of the United States enabled by changing and 
increasing weather and climate extreme events, and 2) related 
changing characteristics of fuel flammability strongly linked to 
drought and wet cycles, past experiences with fire behavior 
alone is not sufficient to adequately guide firefighters’ responses 
to these types of events. As the catastrophic wildfires in both 
northern and southern California in the fall of 2017 highlight, 
weather and climate extreme events are important drivers of 
large fire growth potential and extreme fire behavior. Thus, to 
enhance firefighters’ assessments of risk and their responses to 
extreme fire behavior, training opportunities should incorporate 
situational awareness of weather and climate as drivers of fuel 
flammability and fire behavior. Especially important as a compo-
nent of training is an emphasis of recognizing the environmental 
conditions leading to an extreme wildfire event, in particular the 
state of fire behavior as predictable, erratic or inexplicable. For 
firefighter safety, training should focus attention on recognizing 
wildfire extreme events, and the desired responses and subse-
quent actions based on training, experience or following orders.
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